Solaris Camping Resort – Easter entertainment program from 13. 04 to 17. 04. 2017

13. 04. THURSDAY
10–12 h FAMILY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
One of a kind tournament where kids play together with their parents, brothers & sisters or grandparents.
16–18 h EASTER EGG ARTS & CRAFTS WORKSHOP
Loads of family fun decorating Easter eggs in different techniques & colours.
22–03 h DJ DISCO IVAN

14. 04. FRIDAY
1–12 h NORDIC WALKING FOR THE BIG & THE LITTLE ONES
Take a pleasant walk with our animation staff and get to know Solaris.
10–12 h SOAP MAKING CREATIVE WORKSHOP
Want to learn how to make your own soap from natural ingredients? Create your own soap and have something that’s special and yours to bring home from Solaris.
14–16 h SOLARIS TRADITIONAL GAMES
Traditional games are great fun for all ages.
22–03 h DJ DISCO

15. 04. SATURDAY
10–13 h FAMILY EASTER OLYMPICS
Have a go at different sports activities together with your family.
14–16 h EASTER BREAD WORKSHOP IN THE VILLAGE
Join us in making Easter bread & braided bread, made from eggs and wheat, symbols of fertility and prosperity. The traditional ambiance of Dalmatian Ethno Village provides the ideal setting for this activity.
14–16 h EASTER EGG DECORATING WORKSHOP
Decorate eggs with the decoupage technique and natural materials.
16–17 h EASTER TOAST IN THE VILLAGE WITH FOLKLORE GROUP PERFORMANCE
Join us for the traditional Solaris Easter Toast. We wish to raise our glasses together with you, while enjoying the “klapa” folk songs and a great selection of Dalmatian brandies and aperitifs.
18–22 h DALMATIAN SPECIALTY DINNER ACCOMPANIED BY LIVE MUSIC AT RESTAURANT SIBINIUM
While enjoying a variety of fish and meat specialties of Dalmatian cuisine, local musicians create a pleasant ambiance with singing.
22–03 h DJ DISCO IVAN

16. 04. SUNDAY
8–11 h TRADITIONAL DALMATIAN EASTER BREAKFAST IN THE DALMATIAN ETHNO VILLAGE WITH SUPPLEMENT
Easter also marks the end of fasting. Let’s respect the tradition that is important to many and start the Easter morning with a blessed meal of eggs, spring onions, Easter bread and ham. Give each other eggs as gifts and try to crack them at the traditional Dalmatian Easter breakfast in the Dalmatian Ethno Village. Supplement: adults 75,00 kn; kids 37,00 kn
11–13 h PIRATE ADVENTURE MINI GOLF TOURNAMENT
Test your skills and try your luck at the mini golf tournament. Have fun while listening to the pirate’s ahoy from the ship. Enjoy our amazing volcano with two additional golf holes. Our attraction is sure to bring a smile to your face.
14–15 h GALLEY EXCURSION – CRUISE AROUND SOLARIS
Board the Galley for an adventure cruise around Solaris. Book your place on this excursion that is a gift from us to our guests.
14–15 h EGG HUNT IN THE RESORT
For our guests who prefer to stick to the mainland we organize an egg hunt in the resort. Find the most eggs and win a pirate diploma!
18–22 h LIVE MUSIC AT RESTAURANT SIBINIUM
Explore the wealth of Croatian gastronomy. Indulge your palate with delicacies from the region. A great night out is guaranteed with live music.
22–03 h DJ DISCO IVAN

17. 04. MONDAY
8–11 h SOLARIS FAREWELL
We want to say farewell to our dear guests, until we meet again. We share Easter bread for a pleasant memory!
For kids – come by any day and take a picture with Soli, our very own real bunny!!!

13. 04. THURSDAY
9—10 h KIDS GYM
Start every morning with exercise for children.
10—12 h AND 17—19 H MINI CLUB
Every day, your kids can spend some time with their peers in the mini club, so you can relax and take some time out for yourself. They will try painting Easter eggs in different techniques and colors, and create their own little works of art. All of our fun activities are supervised by our cheerful animation staff!
20—21 h MINI DISCO
Fun & dance for the children is organized every night from 20-21h. Join the kids and our costumed animators on the dance floor and show us your moves in the fun-filled atmosphere!
21—h MOVIE NIGHT EASTER CARTOONS

14. 04. FRIDAY
9—10 h KIDS GYM
12—13 h SOLARIS EXPRESS TRAIN RIDE
10—12 h AND 17—19 H MINI CLUB
18—19 h CLOWN & GYPSY - ONE MAN SHOW
A clown entertains the children with many funny gags and situations at hotel Andrija.
20—21 h MINI DISCO
21—22 h SMURF SHOW
Smarfastic fun for the kids with lots of funny situations!

15. 04. SATURDAY
9—10 h KIDS GYM
12—13 h SOLARIS EXPRESS TRAIN RIDE
18—19 h MAGICIAN AND GYPSY – ONE MAN SHOW
A magic show that turns fantasy into reality. Many amusing tricks will surely bring smiles to children’s faces.
20—21 h MINI DISCO

16. 04. SUNDAY
9—10 h KIDS GYM
12—13 h SOLARIS EXPRESS TRAIN RIDE
18—19 h JUGGLER, BALLOON SHOW AND GYPSY - ONE MAN SHOW
Watch how the juggler skillfully juggles pins, balls and rings, entertaining the big & the little ones.
20—21 h MINI DISCO
21—22 h "EASTER KIDS" SHOW

17. 04. MONDAY
9—10 h KIDS GYM
12—13 h SOLARIS EXPRESS TRAIN RIDE
18—19 h JUGGLER, BALLOON SHOW AND GYPSY - ONE MAN SHOW
20—21 h MINI DISCO
21 h MOVIE NIGHT EASTER CARTOONS